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Abstract

Growth dynamics and health outcomes are studied in a three-period overlap-

ping generations model with public capital. Reproductive agents face a non-zero

probability of death in adulthood. Parental health affects the health status of

their children at birth, and health status in adulthood depends on health in

childhood. An autonomous increase in life expectancy has an ambiguous impact

on growth, because of an adverse effect on the public-private capital ratio. If

life expectancy depends endogenously on health status, multiple equilibria may

emerge. A reallocation of public spending toward either health or infrastructure

may put the economy on a convergent path to a high-growth, high productivity

steady state. However, escaping from a health-induced poverty trap can occur

only if the quality of public spending is sufficiently high.
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1 Introduction

It is now well recognized that investments in health can influence the pace of economic

growth via their effects on a variety of health outcomes and health-related factors,

including labor market participation and labor productivity, human capital accumu-

lation, life expectancy, savings, and fertility decisions. Conversely, poor health may

impede not only physical strength but also mental abilities, incentives to invest in ed-

ucation, and the ability to provide child care; as a result, it may not only be a cause of

persistent poverty, but also an outcome of poverty. There is much evidence to support

this two-way causality; Lorentzen, Mcmillan andWacziarg (2008), for instance, found a

bidirectional link between life expectancy and income. Finlay (2007), in a cross-country

study, found that growth, education, and health are all determined simultaneously.

From the perspective of development theorists, a natural implication of the empiri-

cal evidence is that growth, development, and health outcomes (as well as their implica-

tions for demographic variables) should be studied jointly to understand how stagnation

and poverty traps may emerge, and what to do to escape from them. This recogni-

tion has led to a number of contributions, based on overlapping generations (OLG)

models, in which life expectancy (or more precisely the survival probability) is endo-

genized. Most noteworthy among them are Blackburn and Cipriani (2002), Kalemli-

Ozcan (2003), Chakraborty (2004), Cervellati and Sunde (2005, 2009), Hashimoto

and Tabata (2005), Finlay (2006), Hazan and Zoabi (2006), Bhattacharya and Qiao

(2007), Tang and Zhang (2007), de la Croix and Licandro (2007), Castelló-Climent

and Doménech (2008), and Osang and Sarkar (2008). Chakraborty (2004) for instance

developed an OLG model in which life expectancy is a linear function of public health

expenditures, which are funded by a tax on wage income. In turn, agents’ wage income

depends on the society’s rate of capital accumulation, which is increasing in longevity.

Interactions between life expectancy and savings generate therefore multiple equilibria

and health-income traps: a short life expectancy slows down capital accumulation and

economic growth, while a lower income shortens life expectancy–which in turn lowers

savings and investment. However, because wages rise continuously with the level of

output per worker, health status rises perpetually–a rather unattractive feature of the
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analysis.

This paper contributes to this literature by developing an OLG model that departs

from existing contributions in several important ways. First, it abstracts from human

capital accumulation. Instead, the endogeneity of life expectancy is related directly

to health status, rather than human capital as for instance in Blackburn and Cipriani

(2002), Castelló-Climent and Doménech (2008), or Osang and Sarkar (2008). On the

one hand, there is indeed evidence suggesting that better educated individuals are more

able to adopt healthy lifestyles and inspire their children to follow the same type of

behavior (see Mullahy and Robert (2008) and Silles (2009)). On the other, there are

a number of examples to suggest that better education does not necessarily lead to

better health. Smoking and alcoholism within countries are equally common in groups

with vastly different levels of education; and obesity appears to be a characteristic

of mostly developed (and better educated) countries. Focusing directly on the link

between health status and life expectancy avoids these apparent contradictions.1 In

addition, and as is made clear later, health is quite distinct from knowledge as a source

of human capital because it cannot grow without bounds.

Second, the paper accounts for the fact that parents’ health affects directly the

health of their children, and that health outcomes in childhood may affect health

outcomes in adulthood. As a result, health status displays persistence, as in de la

Croix and Licandro (2007) and Osang and Sarkar (2008). Indeed, there is substantial

evidence now to suggest that parental health affects the health of children at birth and

that health in late life is the outcome of a cumulative process of exposure to health

risks in childhood.2 Cognitive and physical impairments of children often begins in

utero, due to inadequate nutrition and poor health of the mother–illustrated most

dramatically through mother-to-child transmission of HIV. Health persistence is thus

an important source of dynamics in a growth context.

1A more general approach, of course, would be to consider jointly education and health status as

determinants of life expectancy. However, this would complicate significantly the analysis and would

detract from the main contribution of this paper.
2See Case, Lubotsky, and Paxson (2002), Case, Fertig, and Paxson (2005), Paxson and Schady

(2007), Smith (2008), and surveys by Behrman (2009) and Currie (2009), and Bleakley (2010). Agénor,

Canuto, and Pereira da Silva (2010) discuss the recent literature on both issues from a gender per-

spective.
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Third, the analysis accounts for externalities associated with public capital, not

only in terms of the production of goods, but also in terms of the production of health

services. There is a sizable literature by now that emphasizes the importance of access

to infrastructure for health outcomes. Studies have found that access to clean water and

sanitation plays a critical role in the fight against malnutrition and infant mortality.

Because many vaccines require continuous and reliable refrigeration to retain their

effectiveness, dependable access to electricity is essential for the functioning of hospitals

and the delivery of health services. Getting access to clean energy for cooking (as

opposed to smoky traditional fuels) in people’s homes reduces indoor air pollution

and the incidence of respiratory illnesses. Improved roads make it easier for qualified

medical workers to move between cities and rural areas and for those seeking care to

reach hospitals and clinics. Consequently, the paper takes a broader perspective on

the relationship between health, infrastructure, and growth, in line with the recent

literature on the macroeconomic effects of health services.3

The key issue that the paper addresses is the following: in a context where health

is an important source of dynamics, by affecting both productivity and life expectancy,

and the production of health services depends on access to public capital, under what

conditions do “health-induced poverty traps” emerge, and can public policy allow a

country to escape from these traps? What role does the health externality of public

capital play in this process? The key result is that if health outcomes and life expectancy

are endogenously related, multiple equilibria can emerge, not because of the effect of

life expectancy on saving and capital accumulation (as in Chakraborty (2004)) but

rather through its impact on time allocated to market work. In addition, shifting

the economy from a path converging to a low-growth trap, to a path converging to a

high-growth equilibrium, can be achieved by a sufficiently large increase in spending

on either health or infrastructure–provided that spending is efficient enough. In the

process, I also show that, in contrast to the existing literature, an autonomous increase

in life expectancy may not raise the growth rate of output in the long run, because of an

adverse effect on the public-private capital ratio. This result is useful to understand why

the empirical literature has found conflicting results on the link between life expectancy

3See for instance Agénor (2008) and the references therein.
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and growth.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the model.

Section III solves for the optimal household decision rules, derives the balanced-growth

path under the assumption of a constant survival rate, and discusses the properties

of the model—most notably with respect to an increase in life expectancy. Section IV

considers threshold effects associated with health status and the possibility of multiple

equilibria. I also address the issue of whether an increase in either type of produc-

tive public spending considered in the model (health and infrastructure) may allow a

country to escape from a low-growth trap. The last section of the paper offers some

concluding remarks.4

2 The Model

Consider an OLG economy where one marketed good is produced and individuals live

(at most) for three periods: childhood, adulthood and old age. The good can be either

consumed in the period it is produced or stored to yield capital at the beginning of

the following period. Each individual is endowed with zero units of time in childhood

and in old age, and one unit in middle age. The only source of income is therefore

wages in the second period of life, which serves to finance consumption in adulthood

and old age. Savings can be held only in the form of physical capital. Agents have no

other endowments, except for an initial stock of physical capital, 
0 at time  = 0,

which is held by an initial generation of retirees. Children depend on their parents for

consumption and health care.

The fertility rate is constant. Keeping children healthy involves only a (fixed) time

cost, in terms of the parent’s time. Consistent with the evidence mentioned earlier,

health status of children depends also on access to infrastructure services and on the

parent’s health, whereas health status of adults depends solely on health status in

childhood.5 There is therefore “state dependence” in health outcomes. Adults decide

4In an expanded version of this paper (available upon request), an additional section provides a

detailed background on the links between access to infrastructure and health, and the impact of health

status in childhood on health outcomes in adulthood.
5As is common in the literature, in the model health “status” is an abstract concept. In practical

terms, it may be interpreted as a measure of daily intake of calories or a key nutrient, such as iron,
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on the allocation of their time between work and leisure. At the end of the second

period of life there is a non-zero probability of dying, which is initially taken as given.

In addition to individuals, the economy is populated by firms and an infinitely-lived

government. Firms produce marketed goods using private capital, labor, and public

capital as inputs. The government invests in infrastructure and spends on health and

some unproductive services. It taxes only the wage income of adults. It cannot borrow

and therefore must run a balanced budget in each period. All government services

are provided free of charge. Public capital is nonexcludable but partially rival, due

to congestion effects. Finally, all markets clear and there are no debts or bequests

between generations.

2.1 Households

Let  ≥ 1 denote the exogenous fertility rate. Raising a child involves a fixed time cost
of  ∈ (0 1), related to taking care of the child’s health (breast feeding, taking children
to medical facilities for vaccines, etc.). Adults also allocate time, in proportion +1,

to working. Leisure is thus defined as 1− +1− . The probability of survival from

adulthood to old age (at the end of period  + 1) is denoted by  ∈ (0 1), and is
taken as constant for the moment. Let +2 denote the rental rate of private capital;

assuming that old-age survivors can share the savings plus interest left by savers who

die in adulthood implies that the effective rate of return to saving is +2

.
6

Assuming that consumption of children in the first period of life is subsumed in

their parents’ consumption, expected lifetime utility at the beginning of period  + 1

of an agent born at  is specified as

 = ln +1 +  ln(1− +1 − ) + 
ln +2
1 + 

 (1)

where + denotes consumption of generation  individuals at date  +  and   0

the discount rate. For simplicity, health (either in childhood or in adulthood) does not

calcium, or folate.
6This assumption of an actuarially fair annuity market is not the most realistic in a model that

focuses on low-income countries, but it makes the analysis more tractable. It is adopted by Zhang

and Zhang (2005) for instance, and many others.
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provide direct utility.7 Parameter   0 measures the individual’s relative preference

for leisure.

In standard fashion, period-specific budget constraints are given by

+1 + +1 = (1− )+1+1+1 (2)

+2 = (1 + +2)+1

 (3)

where +1 is individual labor productivity, +1 the wage rate,  ∈ (0 1) the tax rate,
and +1 saving.

Combining these two equations yields the consolidated budget constraint

+1 +



+2

1 + +2
= (1− )+1+1+1 (4)

2.2 Firms

There is a continuum of identical firms, indexed by  ∈ (0 1). They produce a single
nonstorable good, which is used either for consumption or investment. Production

requires the use of private inputs, effective labor and private capital (which firms

rent from the currently old agents), and public capital. Although public capital is

nonexcludable, it is partially rival because it is subject to congestion. As in Glomm

and Ravikumar (1994), congestion is assumed to depend on both the aggregate private

capital stock and the size of the (adult) population.8

Assuming a Cobb-Douglas technology, the production function of firm  takes there-

fore the form

 
 = [




(
 )





](

  

 )
(


 )

1− (5)

where 

 denotes the firm-specific stock of capital, 

 =
R 1
0



  the aggregate

private capital stock, 
 the stock of public capital in infrastructure,  average,

economy-wide labor productivity (which is the same for all firms),  
 the number of

adult workers employed by firm ,  the total number of adults,     0,   0,

7The working paper version of this article considers the case where children’s health enters the

utility function. Time allocated to child rearing and to own health, as well as fertility, are also

endogenized.
8See Eicher and Turnovsky (2000) for a detailed discussion of alternative specifications of conges-

tion.
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and  ∈ (0 1). Thus, production exhibits constant returns to scale in firm-specific
inputs, effective labor 


  

 and capital 

 .

By contrast, public capital in infrastructure is exogenous to each firm’s production

process and affects all individual producers in the same way. However, its productivity

effects are diminished by excessive use, as measured by the aggregate private capital

stock and the size of the population. For instance, the greater the number of trucks

operated by the private sector, the greater the likelihood of traffic jams and lost time for

workers. The greater the use of electricity-powered machine equipment by individual

firms, the higher the pressure on power grids, and the greater the likelihood of power

failures. These are particularly important considerations for low-income countries,

where public assets in transportation and energy are, to begin with, limited.

Markets for both private capital and labor are competitive. Each firm’s objective

is to maximize profits, Π
, with respect to labor services and private capital, taking 

as given:

max

 




Π
 =  

 − 

 − 


 


 

where  is the rental rate of private capital.

Profit maximization yields

 =  
 


 


   = (1− ) 

 

  (6)

which implies that private inputs are paid at their marginal product.

Given that all firms and workers are identical, in a symmetric equilibrium these

conditions become

 = 

   = (1− )


  (7)

Because the number of firms is normalized to 1, aggregate output is given by

 =

Z 1

0

 
  = 

−
 ( )

( )
(

 )
1−+(1−) (8)

where  = 
 


 is the public-private capital ratio. As shown below, 


 , 


 , and 

are all constant in the steady state. To ensure steady-state growth (linearity of output

in the private capital stock) and eliminate the scale effect associated with population

requires the following assumptions:
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Assumptions 1:  − (1− ) = 0,  = .

Combining these two conditions yields  +  = 1, as noted by Glomm and

Ravikumar (1994).

Under these assumptions, (8) yields aggregate output as

 = (

 )

( )


  (9)

2.3 Health Status and Productivity

The health status of a child,  , depends on the parent’s health status, 

 , rearing

time allocated by the parent, and access to public services:

 = ̄ + ( )
(1 + )(







)1−  (10)

where ̄ ≥ 0 is health status at birth, 
 the supply of public health services (which

is also subject to congestion), and   ∈ (0 1). The fact that a child’s health status
depends on the parent’s health may be related, as discussed in the introduction, to

in utero effects, or to the impact of parents’ physical ability to take care of their

children (which may require walking long distances, on difficult terrain, to take them

to medical facilities). The congestion effect on health services can be justified by

assuming that taking children to health facilities is hampered by a more intensive use

of roads associated with private sector activity, which is proxied directly by 
 . Put

differently, the delivery of health services is hampered by excessive private sector use

of existing public capital.

Alternatively, and perhaps more plausibly, it could be assumed that the congestion

factor in access to public health services is measured in terms of the number of children

in period , , but that the efficiency with which these services are delivered depends

again on access to congested infrastructure. It is easy to verify that the results would be

qualitatively unchanged, as long as an appropriate restriction is imposed on the degree

of congestion induced by private capital.9 To ease the exposition, I will therefore retain

the specification in (17).

9Suppose indeed that the last term in (17) is replaced by (

 )

1− , where  is an ef-

ficiency factor defined as  = [
 (


 )

 ] , where     0. Rewriting the term 

 as

(

 )(


 


 ), and noting from (18) that 

 

 is constant in the steady state, implies that to
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To capture the idea (discussed in the introduction) that cognitive deficits in early

life may be impossible to reverse, the health status of adults is assumed to depend only

on their health status in childhood:

+1 =   (11)

Substituting (10), with ̄ = 0 for simplicity, in (11) yields

+1 = (

 )

(1 + )(







)1−  (12)

Thus, because a parent’s health affects his children’s health, and because adult well-

being depends on own health in childhood, there is serial dependence in  . In the

spirit of Grossman’s (1972) approach, health is therefore viewed as a durable stock–

which can be increased here by improving access to public health services early in life,

in line with the literature on early childhood intervention (see Behrman (2009)).

In line also with the empirical evidence, adult productivity is taken to be positively

related to health status, but with decreasing marginal returns:

 = (

 )

 (13)

where  ∈ (0 1).

2.4 Government

The government taxes adults at the constant rate  and spends a total of 
 on

infrastructure investment, 
 on health, and 

 on other (unproductive) items.
10 It

cannot issue bonds and must therefore run a balanced budget:

 = 
 +

 +
 = 


  (14)

Shares of spending are constant fractions of revenues:


 = 


   =  (15)

ensure stationarity in health status requires imposing the restriction  = 1+1 . Eliminating the

scale effect associated with population could be done by assuming that a fraction of adults consists of

medical workers, but this would then complicate the specification of the government budget.
10An uproductive component of government spending is introduced because of the need to consider

later on budget-neutral changes in expenditure allocation that do not involve policy trade-offs.
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where  ∈ (0 1). Combining (14) and (15) therefore yieldsX
 = 1 (16)

The production of public capital requires combining the flow spending on infrastruc-

ture and the existing stock of public capital. For instance, to build roads requires public

land; to build a power plant requires using roads to carry construction materials, and

electricity to operate machine tools and construction equipment. Assuming full depre-

ciation, the law of motion of the public capital stock in infrastructure is thus given

by


+1 = (


 )
κ(

 )
1−κ  (17)

where κ ∈ (0 1) is a technology parameter.11
The production of health services by the government exhibits constant returns to

scale with respect to the stock of public capital in infrastructure, 
 , and the flow of

government spending on health services, 
 :


 = (


 )

(
 )

1− (18)

where   ∈ (0 1). This specification captures the fact that (in addition to spending
on health per se) access to infrastructure is critical to the production of health services

in poor countries, as noted in the Introduction. Coefficient  is an efficiency parameter

that measures the extent to which government spending on health actually helps to

produce health services. The proportion 1 −  measures therefore the fraction of

resources “lost” due to poor management or waste–a common weakness of health

systems in developing countries (see World Health Organization (2000)).

2.5 Market-Clearing and Equilibrium

The asset market-clearing condition requires tomorrow’s private capital stock to be

equal to today’s aggregate savings by adults:


+1 =  (19)

11Given the assumption of full depreciation, it must also be assumed that public capital and goods

are combined during period , or an instant before the end of period , to produce the capital to be

used at the beginning of + 1.
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The following definition may therefore be proposed:

Definition 1. A competitive equilibrium for this economy is a sequence of prices

{ }∞=0, income and time allocated to market work {+1 +2  +1}∞=0, public and
private capital stocks {

+1 

+1}∞=0, health status of children and adults {   }∞=0,

a constant tax rate  and constant spending shares    such that, given the initial

capital stocks 
0 and 

0  0, health statuses 0 and 0  0, individuals maximize

utility, firms maximize profits, markets clear, and the government budget is balanced.

In equilibrium, individual productivity must also be equal to the economy-wide

average productivity level, so that  = . The following definition characterizes the

balanced growth path:

Definition 2. A balanced growth equilibrium is a competitive equilibrium in which

, 

+1, , 


 , and 

 , all grow at the constant rate 1+, health statuses in childhood

and adulthood  and  are constant, and the rate of return on private capital  is

constant.

Assuming that health status is constant in the long-run equilibrium (as in Osang

and Sarkar (2008) for instance) is a natural one to make if survival rates are endoge-

nously related to health. Indeed, there are limits in the long run as to how much

private behavior and medical science can improve individual health status. The im-

portant implication, is that health (unlike knowledge) cannot by itself be an engine of

permanent growth.

3 Balanced Growth Path

Each adult maximizes (1) subject to (4), (10), and (11), with respect to +1, 

+2, and

+1, taking  , 
 , as well as 


 as given. The solution of the household problem

is provided in the Appendix. It shows that in equilibrium, with constant population

( = 1) and with  = 0 for simplicity,

 =


(1 + ) + 
 1 (20)

̃ =
1

1 + (1− )
 1 (21)

where  is the marginal propensity to save. From these solutions, the following propo-

sition can be established:
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Proposition 1. An increase in the survival probability from adulthood to old age,

, increases the savings rate and labor supply.

These results are by now standard in the literature (see, for instance, Blackburn

and Cipriani (2002), and Zhang and Zhang (2005)) and consistent with the empirical

evidence on longevity and fertility (see for instance Soares (2006) for Brazil). Through

a life-cycle effect, a higher adult survival rate dictates a need for higher savings to

finance consumption in old age, and thereby has a positive effect, ceteris paribus, on

the savings rate and labor supply.

The balanced growth rate of the economy is derived in the Appendix, where it is

shown that the model can be condensed into an autonomous, first-order linear difference

equation system in ̂ = ln

 and ̂ = ln 


 , which can be written as∙

̂+1
̂+1

¸
=

∙
10
20

¸ ∙
1 2
21 22

¸ ∙
̂
̂

¸
 (22)

where 10 and 20 are constant terms and

1 = + (1− )(1− )  0

2 = (1− )[+ (1− )]  0

21 = −(1− κ)  0

22 = (1− κ)(1− )  0

The steady-state values of  and  are obtained by solving the system

̃ =

½
()

κ( )−(1−κ)

(1− )

¾1Π
(̃)−(1−κ)Π (23)

̃ = [(̃
 )]−(1−)(1−)2(̃)(1−1)2 (24)

where Π = 1−(1−)(1−κ) ∈ (0 1).To ensure stability (as discussed in the Appendix),
the following condition is imposed:

Assumption 2: 1  1.

Intuitively, this condition implies that the magnitude of the parent-to-child exter-

nality measured by  (which also corresponds to the degree of persistence in health

status in equilibrium) cannot be too high.
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Figure 1 illustrates the determination of the steady-state equilibrium. Equation

(23) defines a concave, downward-sloping curve denoted . By contrast, the curve

defined by equation (24), denoted , is upward-sloping, given Assumption 2. In

addition, in the figure  is shown as concave.1213

It is immediately clear from the shape of these curves that there is a unique non-

trivial equilibrium located at the point at which they intersect, Point . Health status

and productivity are thus both constant in the steady state, together with the public-

private capital ratio.14 If the economy is initially at values
¡
0  


0

¢
corresponding to,

say, Point , it will converge monotonically to . At initial values corresponding to

Point  instead, the economy may cycle around the equilibrium point.

From (9), (13) and the solution for the growth rate of private capital given in the

Appendix, the steady-state growth rate of output is

1 +  = (1− )(̃ )(̃)(̃) (25)

where ̃ and ̃ are the solutions of (23) and (24).

The equilibrium solution can be used to examine the impact of a variety of para-

meters and policy variables on long-run growth. Most importantly for the purpose at

hand, the following result can be established:

Proposition 2. An increase in the survival rate from adulthood to old age has an

ambiguous effect on the steady-state growth rate of output.

An increase in  affects growth essentially through an increase in the savings

rate, , and, through savings, labor supply. As noted earlier, with higher likelihood to

surviving to old age, adults save more for late-life consumption and work more. In turn,

changes in  affect growth both directly (through higher saving and labor supply), and

12Concavity of  requires imposing (1− 1)2  1. If this condition is not satisfied,  would

be convex, but this does not affect stability and uniqueness.
13As shown in the Appendix, Assumption 2 is sufficient, although not necessary, to ensure stability.

As also shown in the Appendix, if 1  1, stability requires imposing 2(1−κ)  (1−1)Π. Because
 is now downward sloping, graphically this condition means that  must be steeper than .

However, as discussed later, with a constant public-private capital ratio Assumption 2 becomes also

necessary.
14As noted in the Introduction, the constancy of health status in the steady state is what dis-

tinguishes “health” from “knowledge” (which can grow without bound), which are often viewed as

measures of human capital in endogenous growth models. Put differently, if health could also grow

without bound, there would be nothing that distinguishes it formally from knowledge.
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indirectly, through changes in the steady-state values of the public-private capital ratio

and health status. The direct effect, as can be seen in (25), is positive–a higher savings

rate raises the rate of private capital accumulation and time allocated to market work.

However, there are also indirect effects, which operate through changes in ̃ and

̃. In fact, both the increase in  and  lead to a reduction in the public-private

capital ratio. This does not depend on the assumption that existing public capital is

essential in the production of new capital; with κ = 1, the effects of labor supply on

public and private capital accumulation cancel out, but the savings effect remains. It

does not depend either on the magnitude of , the health externality of public capital.

Given these conflicting effects on the public-private capital ratio, the net effect on the

steady-state growth rate, (1 + ), cannot be determined a priori.

This result is illustrated in Figure 2. A higher  shifts both  and  down-

ward; the position of the new equilibrium depends on the magnitude of the shift in

both curves. If the new equilibrium point is located at 0, to the Southeast of , the

public-private capital ratio is lower but health status is higher. By contrast, if the

new equilibrium is at 00 or 000, to the Southwest of , both health status and the

public-private capital ratio are lower. Because the public-private capital ratio always

falls, the net effect on the steady-state growth rate is ambiguous in all cases.15 Note

also that the larger  is, the smaller the shift in , and thus the more likely that

health status will deteriorate as a result of the increase in life expectancy. A strong

health externality of public capital may lead therefore to a paradox: an increase in

life expectancy, through its general equilibrium effects, may lead to a deterioration in

health status and to an adverse effect on growth.

It is also worth noting that, from (24), if labor supply was assumed constant, or if

health services had no impact on childhood health ( = 1),  would not shift in

response to the increase in the survival rate–as would be the case with  = 1. In such

conditions, both the public-private capital ratio and health status would unambiguously

15Formally,  ln(1 + ) = ( ln) + ( ln ̃
 ) + ( ln ̃) + ( ln ̃).

The first two terms on the right-hand side are positive, but the third is negative and the fourth is

ambiguous in sign. If the shift is from  to 0, it can be verified from this expression that the growth

rate unambiguously increases if  = 0. In that case, there is no production externality of public

capital–and the congestion effect on production obviously does not matter.
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deteriorate. Put differently, with    ∈ (0 1), in the present setting the only reason
why health status may improve following the increase in the survival rate is because

labor supply is endogenous; by raising output, it also increases the amount of resources

that the government can spend on providing health services.

Thus, the foregoing analysis shows that the “standard” view, according to which

an increase in the adult survival rate promotes growth (as for instance in Blackburn

and Cipriani (2002) and Zhang and Zhang (2005)), does not necessarily hold when the

congestion effects of private capital (and, less fundamentally, the health externality of

public capital), are taken into account.16 Moreover, the same results would obtain if

congestion effects had been measured in terms of total output, instead of the private

capital stock.

4 Poverty Traps and Public Policy

The foregoing analysis focused on the case of constant life expectancy and a unique

balanced growth equilibrium. I now examine the case where the survival rate is en-

dogenously related to health outcomes and examine whether multiple equilibria can

emerge. I also study the role of public policy in that context.

A natural route to follow in the present setting would be to consider the case

where the survival rate is related directly to the individual’s own health status. In

solving their optimization problem, parents would then internalize the implications

of their time allocation decisions. Unfortunately, given the complexity of the model,

endogenizing the survival probability in that way precludes an analytical treatment.

Alternatively, suppose that the survival probability of any particular individual

depends on average health status in the economy–which, in equilibrium, is of course

the same for all individuals. For instance, if you stop smoking, but you continue

to be surrounded by smokers, your health prospects will not necessarily improve. If

you quit drinking, but nobody else does, the risk of you getting involved in a car

accident involving a drunk driver will not necessarily diminish. In an environment

16Boucekkine et al. (2002) and Cervellati and Sunde (2009) also found that higher life expectancy

does not necessarily promote growth, but the source of ambiguity in these studies is related to the

impact of life expectancy on schooling decisions.
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where deadly communicable diseases can spread rapidly (as is often the case in urban

slums in developing countries), and vaccines do not completely protect from the risk of

getting infected, one individual getting immunized will not change the risk to which he

is exposed–unless all individuals get immunized; and so on. In such conditions, it is

natural to retain the assumption that agents do not internalize the effect of their time

allocation decisions on their own survival probability.17

Suppose then that the adult survival rate is a piece-wise function defined as

 =

⎧⎨⎩  for 

   

( ) for 

 ≤    

 for  ≥  

(26)

where  0  0 and  00  0. Thus, if health status is below  , the likelihood of surviving

to old age is , as before. As health status improves above that threshold, the

relationship between  and  is positive and concave over the interval (

  


).

18

It becomes constant again at     1 for values of health status above  . Put

differently, beyond a certain point, further changes in health status have no effect on

the probability to survive–perhaps reflecting the fact that there always remains a risk

of accidental death.

Function (26) is illustrated in the Northeast quadrant of Figure 3. The Northwest

quadrant of the figure shows the (concave) relationship between life expectancy and

the savings rate, whereas the Southwest quadrant shows the (convex) relationship the

savings rate and time allocated to market work (see (20) and (21)). The Southeast

quadrant shows the reduced-form relationship between health status and labor supply.19

To illustrate how these threshold effects in health can lead to poverty traps and

study the role of public policy in that context, I focus on the case where κ = 1, that

17Blackburn and Cipriani (2002) also assume that the survival probability, which depends only

on human capital in their model, is exogenous from the point of view of the marginal decisions of

individuals.
18A simple functional form that satisfies this property is, as noted by Chakraborty (2004, footnote

4), ( ) = ̄ (1 +  ), where ̄ ∈ (0 1). Hashimoto and Tabata (2005, p. 556) provide a slightly
more general specification. More complicated functional forms (e.g., a continuous time function of the

logistic form) could of course be used. However, the formulation here is simple enough to illustrate

the main points of the analysis.
19The relationship between  and  can be concave or convex; in the figure, it is shown as

concave.
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is, the case where public capital is not essential to produce new capital.20 As can

be inferred from the results in the Appendix, the public-private capital ratio is then

constant over time at

 =


(1− )
 (27)

The following corollary, which is useful for the discussion below, can be established

on the basis of the results in Proposition 1:21

Corollary to Proposition 1. An increase in the survival probability from adult-

hood to old age lowers the public-private capital ratio.

The behavior of the economy is now determined solely by the dynamics of adult

health status. Because time allocated to market work depends endogenously on health

status, through the savings rate (see Proposition 1), the Appendix shows that this

dynamic equation takes the general form, using (27),

+1 = Φ( ) = Γ
−2
 ( )

(1−)(1−)( )
1  (28)

where Γ = ()
(1−)(1−)[(1− )]2 and 1 2 are as defined earlier.

22

For    ,  and  are constant at the values given in (20) and (21), and the

adjustment process in (28) is stable under Assumption 1, that is, 1  1. Beyond  ,

however, because the savings rate is positively related to the survival probability, which

itself depends on health status, and because labor supply depends on the savings rate,

both  and  depend on health status, as illustrated in Figure 3. These functional

forms can be written as  = ( ) and  = ( ), with 0 0  0.23 As a result,

Assumption 1 may no longer be sufficient to ensure (monotonic) convergence.

20For κ  1, the conditions under which multiple equilibria will emerge are a lot more difficult

to study analytically. First, Assumption 2 must be reversed, otherwise multiple equilibria cannot

emerge. But with 1  1, the analysis is made complicated by the fact that both  and 

become nonlinear, because time allocated to market work enter in (23) as well as (24).
21Even though this effect is presented as a partial equilibrium result, it will also hold in general

equilibrium, because  is now independent of any other variable.

22From (28), ̃ =
©
Γ−2(̃ )(1−)(1−)

ª1(1−1); the net effect of higher life expectancy on
health status is thus again ambiguous. Substituting this result in (25), together with (27), shows

that the exponent of ̃ is  + 2(1 − )(1 − )(1 − 1)  0, whereas the exponent of  is

1 −  − 2(1 − 1) ≷ 0. Thus, the net effect of higher life expectancy on steady-state growth

remains also ambiguous, as discussed earlier with κ  1.
23In principle, given the unit time constraint, the expression for  should be  = min[( ) 1].

However, the case  = 1 cannot occur here because the assumption   1 also implies   1.
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Indeed, using linear approximations to both () and (), the following result can

be established:

Proposition 3. Health dynamics are unstable in the interval (  

) if |Φ0| =

1 + (1− )(1− )− 2  1.

This condition can be rewritten as

+ (1− ){(1 + )(1− )− [+ (1− )]}  1 (29)

The first point to notice in (29) is that, without the endogenous time allocation

effect (that is, the dependence of  on ), there cannot be multiple equilibria; the

direct effect of health status through the savings rate (the capital ratio effect), as

captured by 2, always makes the model more stable, abstracting for oscillatory behavior

(that is, as long as 1  2); this is in contrast with Chakraborty (2004). Put differently,

the possibility of poverty traps arises solely because of endogenous labor supply. The

second point is that if health in childhood does not depend on health services ( = 1),

the instability condition is just   1; multiple equilibria cannot occur either. By

calculating the derivative of |Φ0| with respect to , it can be established that

sg(
 |Φ0|


) = sg[−(1 + )− (1− )]  0

which implies that the stronger the health externality of public capital, the less likely

it is that multiple equilibria will emerge.24

Suppose then that condition (29) holds for  ∈ (  ). The steady-state equi-
librium may therefore not be unique; there can be up to 3 possible steady states, two

of which at most are stable. Figure 4 describes two cases where there exists a unique

steady-state equilibrium.25 By contrast, Figure 5 describes the case of multiple, locally

stable steady-state equilibria; a steady state with either low health status, ̃1 , and high

health status, ̃3 . The intermediate equilibrium, ̃

2 , is unstable.

26 In this case, initial

conditions determine the economy’s long-run steady-state equilibrium: economies with

24Of course, a stagnation equilibrium is still possible.
25With the continuous line, this occurs when Φ( )   ,  = , and Φ( )    ∀   .

If so we also have ̃   . With the dotted line, this occurs when Φ(

)   , in which case

̃   .
26This occurs if Φ()   , Φ(


)   , Φ(


 )   , ∀ ∈ (̃1  ̃2 ), and Φ( )   

∀ ∈ (̃2  ̃3 ).
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a relatively low initial health status may converge to a poverty trap, characterized by

poor health outcomes, low productivity, and low growth. For instance, if initial health

is such that 0  0  ̃2 , the economy will converge to ̃

1 , whereas if 


0  ̃2 , it will

converge to ̃3 .

What is the role of public policy then? The impact of an increase at  = 0 in

the share of investment in infrastructure financed by a cut in unproductive outlays

( +  = 0) is illustrated in Figure 6. The policy shifts the curve Φ(

 ) upward.

The key issue is whether, starting from a situation where 0 is positioned to the left

of the the unstable equilibrium (which implies that the economy would converge to

a low-growth trap at 1), the policy shift is large enough to ensure that 0 is now

positioned to the right of the unstable equilibrium, thereby ensuring convergence to

the high-growth steady state.27 This is indeed what is shown in the figure; following

the policy shift, the new unstable equilibrium is at 2 and the economy converges to

the new high-growth steady state at 3.

Can an increase in the share of spending on health, financed also by a cut in

unproductive spending ( +  = 0), achieve the same outcome? In principle,

yes. However, the outcome also depends on the magnitude of the efficiency parameter

. If  is too low, even a large increase in  may not be sufficient to induce an

upward shift in Φ( ) that puts the economy on a convergent path to the high-growth

equilibrium. A better strategy then is to spend more on infrastructure. Put differently,

given the complementarity between public capital in infrastructure and other inputs in

the production of health services, the best way to improve health outcomes may not be

to increase health spending per se–a dimension that is often forgotten in the debate

on improving health indicators in poor countries.28

But of course, the same argument could be made about spending on infrastructure;

27Put differently, the increase in  must be large enough to shift the convex portion of the curve

up sufficiently to ensure that it intersects the 45-degree line to the left of 0 . Of course, the upward

shift in Φ( ) may also be so large that it eliminates entirely the possibility of multiple equilibria,

leaving only a single, high-growth equilibrium, as in Figure 4.
28Because both health and infrastructure spending are productive, financing the increase in one

component by a reduction in the other (that is,  +  = 0) would naturally generate allocation

trade-offs (see for instance Agénor (2008)). In the present setting, a key parameter that affects the

slope of the trade-off is , the strength of the health externality of public capital.
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in fact there is now robust evidence that the quality of infrastructure spending in

developing countries may be as low as spending on health or education.29 Thus, to the

extent that there is an inverse correlation between the quality of government spending

(be it on health or infrastructure) and the level of corruption, escaping from a poverty

trap through higher public expenditure may require deep institutional reforms.

5 Concluding Remarks

The purpose of this paper was to present an OLGmodel that combines three important

issues in the determination of long-run growth in poor countries: interactions between

public capital in infrastructure and health outcomes; the dependence of health in adult-

hood on health in childhood; and a cross-generation effect, in the sense of parental

health affecting directly the health of their children, possibly in utero.

The first part of the paper described the model. Infrastructure affects not only

the production of goods but also the production of health services. At the end of

adulthood, there is a non-zero probability of dying. To introduce serial dependence in

health outcomes, health status in adulthood was assumed to depend solely on health

status in childhood.

The second part derived the balanced growth path, which is characterized by con-

stant health status and a constant public-private capital ratio. Stability and uniqueness

of the equilibrium were also established. In contrast to the existing literature, an au-

tonomous increase in the adult survival rate was shown (despite positive direct effects

through savings and labor supply) to have an ambiguous effect on growth, mainly be-

cause of the congestion effect associated with the higher private capital stock. This

result is important because it provides yet another reason as to why empirical stud-

ies have had difficulty establishing a robust impact of life expectancy on growth and

standards of living (see Finlay (2007) and Ashraf, Lester, and Weil (2008)).

The last part of the paper endogenized the adult survival probability by relating

it directly to (average) health status. Multiple steady-state growth rates were shown

29Using a larger sample of 71 developing countries, Dabla-Norris et al. (2010), estimate that on

average only about 41 percent of public investment turns into public capital. As in Agénor (2010),

this could be captured by multiplying 
 in equation (17) by a coefficient lower than unity.
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to be possible, implying that the limiting outcome of the economy depends critically

on initial conditions. The role of public policy in that context was also examined;

it was shown that an increase in either spending on health or infrastructure may get

the economy on a convergent path to a high-growth equilibrium with improved health

and productivity outcomes. However, this can only occur only if the quality of public

spending is sufficiently high. Consequently, a growth strategy based on increased public

expenditure may require the simultaneous implementation of far-reaching governance

reforms to allow a country to escape from the type of “health-induced poverty traps”

identified in this paper.
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Appendix

Before solving the individual’s maximization problem, rewrite equations (10), with

̄ =  = 0, and (11) as

+1 =  = (

 )

(







)1−  (30)

which implies that both  and +1 = (+1)
 are predetermined from the point of

view of decisions taken at the beginning of period + 1.30

From (1), and with  = 0, each individual therefore maximizes

 = ln +1 +  ln(1− +1) + 
ln +2
1 + 

 (31)

with respect to +1, 

+2, and +1, subject to (4), which is rewritten here for conve-

nience:

(1− )+1+1+1 − +1 −



+2

1 + +2
= 0 (32)

First-order conditions yield the familiar Euler equation

+2
+1

=
1 + +2

1 + 
 (33)

together with


1− +1
=
(1− )+1+1

+1
 (34)

Substituting (33) in the intertemporal budget constraint (32) yields

+1 = [
1 + 

(1 + ) + 
](1− )+1+1+1 (35)

so that saving is equal to

+1 = (1− )+1+1+1  ≡ 
(1 + ) + 

 1 (36)

Substituting (35) in (34) yields


1− +1

=
1

(1− )+1
 (37)

30This would not be the case, if  (as well as time allocated to own health) was a choice variable,

as in the Working Paper of this article.
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which can be solved for the optimal value of +1:

 =
1

1 + (1− )
 1 (38)

A higher  raises the propensity to save (from (36)) and time allocated to work

(from (38)):



 0,




 0.

To study the dynamics in this economy, substitute first (36) in (19) to give


+1 =  = (1− )


 

that is, substituting for  from (7),


+1 = (1− ) (39)

Substituting out for  using (9), and given (38), yields


+1




= (1− )( )
( )


  (40)

Similarly, from (7), (15), and (17),


+1 = (







)κ
 = (






)κ
 = ()

κ(





)κ
 

Substituting out for  using (9) yields


+1




= [(
 )]κ [

( )











]κ 

that is,


+1




= [(
 )]κ( )

−κ(1−)κ  (41)

Combining (40) and (41) yields

+1 =


+1


+1

=
[(

 )]κ( )
−κ(1−)κ 



(1− )( )
( )









that is, using (13),

+1 =
()

κ( )−(1−κ)

(1− )
( )

(1−)(1−κ)( )
−(1−κ) (42)
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Thus, if κ = 1, then +1 is constant over time. Note that 

+1 depends indirectly

on  through  (see (36)) in two ways: directly (through investment) and indirectly,

through  (time allocation). The net effect is positive, given that both  and 

increase.

The next step is to calculate 
 


 , to determine the dynamics of 


 in (30).

From (7), (15), and (18),


 = (


 )

(
 )

1− = ()
1−(

 )


1−
 

so that







= ()
1−( )

(





)1− (43)

This result can be substituted in (30) to give

+1 = ()
( )

( )
(1−)(






) (44)

where  = (1− )(1− ).

Substituting for 

 from (9) and using (13) yields

+1 = [()(
 )]( )

1( )
2 (45)

where

1 = + 

2 = (1− ) + 

Equations (42) and (45) form a first-order linear difference equation system in

̂ = ln

 and ̂ = ln 


 which can be written as∙
̂+1
̂+1

¸
=

∙
10
20

¸
+

∙
11 12
21 22

¸ ∙
̂
̂

¸
 (46)

where

10 = ln[()
( )]

20 = ln

½
[(

 )]κ

(1− )( )

¾


11 = 1  0, 12 = 2  0

21 = −(1− κ)  0 22 = (1− )(1− κ)  0
Setting ∆+1 = ∆+1 = 0 in (42) and (45) yields the steady-state solutions

̃ =

½
()

κ( )−(1−κ)

(1− )

¾1Π
(̃)−(1−κ)Π (47)
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̃ = [(
 )]−2(̃)(1−1)2 (48)

where Π = 1− (1− )(1− κ) ∈ (0 1).
These equations define the steady-state relationships between  and 


 . Equation

(47) defines a concave curve with a negative slope depicted as in Figure 1, whereas

equation (48) defines a curve called  in the figure. Under Assumption 2, (1 −
1)2 is positive; thus  is an upward-sloping curve. Given the definitions above,

(1− 1)2 ≶ 1, which implies that  may be either convex or concave. In the case

represented in Figure 1, it is shown as concave, that is, 1− 1  2.
31

As can be inferred from Figure 1, the system (42)-(45) has a unique (nontrivial)

equilibrium, regardless of whether  is concave or convex. To examine its stability

in the vicinity of that equilibrium, let A denote the matrix of coefficients in (46)

and let detA denote its determinant and trA its trace. Let ,  = 1 2 denote the

eigenvalues of A; the characteristic polynomial is thus () = 2−trA+detA. Thus,
(1) = 1−trA+ detA, whereas (−1) = 1+trA+ detA.
From the above definitions,

trA = 1 + (1− )(1− κ)  0

detA = 1(1− )(1− κ) + 2(1− κ)  0
Given the signs of trA = 1 + 2 and detA = 12, it is clear that (−1)  0. We

also have

(1) = 1− 1 − (1− )(1− κ) + 1(1− )(1− κ) + 2(1− κ)

so that

(1) = (1− 1)Π+ 2(1− κ)
Thus, with 1  1, the condition (1)  0 always holds, and the eigenvalues are

on the same side of both 1 and −1.32 Moreover, given that detA  0, the eigenvalues

are of the same sign. With 1  1 and 22  1, trA cannot exceed 2 (that is, trA

∈ (−2 2)). Consequently, given that trA  0, detA  0, the eigenvalues are not only

less than unity in absolute terms but actually positive. The steady state is thus a sink

(see Azariadis (1993, p. 65)).

From (9) and (13),

+1 = (
 )(+1)

(+1)


+1

31The curvature of  has no implication for the stability analysis, as discussed next. If 1  1,

then  is downward-sloping and always convex, because (1− 1)(1− 1 − 2)  0.
32 if 1  1, for (1)  0 it must be that 2(1−κ)  (1 − 1)Π, , or equivalently (1−κ)Π 

(1 − 1)2; based on (47) and (48), this means that  must be steeper than  (which is now

downward sloping), as noted in the text.
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that is, using (39),

+1 = (
 )(+1)

(+1)
(1− )

Thus, the steady-state growth rate of output is

1 +  = (1− )( )(̃)(̃)

where  is given in (38), and ̃ and ̃ are the solutions of (47) and (48).
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Figure 1
Steady-State Equilibrium 
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Figure 2
Increase in Life Expectancy
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Figure 3
Health, Life Expectancy and Labor Supply
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Figure 4
Dynamics of Health Status: Unique Equilibrium
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Figure 5
Dynamics of Adult Health Status: Multiple Equilibria
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Figure 6
Escaping a Health-induced Poverty Trap




